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INTRO

Flu epidemic strikes primarily the vaccinated!

A lie does not suddenly become the truth by nicely
garnishing it or letting it
appear as particularly threatening. This fact cannot
be changed, no matter how
much creativity is shown
by disease authorities,
pharmaceutical companies,
the WHO and similar organisations to invent new epidemics and diseases. A lie
remains a lie, even if many
people have been tempted
and betrayed by it. Yet this
evil game can only be played as long as people are
informing themselves onesidedly. Therefore take
responsibility for yourself,
your health and for others
by reading the V&C today
and pass it on to at least
three others and win them
to do the same!
the editor (pb.)

kee. According to official reports earlier this year a flu epidemic raged in the US. The city
of Boston declared a health state
of emergency and hospitals
were opened up for the treatment of flu victims. According
to the US health agency CDC
this was the worst flu epidemic
in ten years. In front of drugstores and pharmacies, hospitals

and doctors offices, all over the
place bill-boards encouraged
Americans to get flu vaccinations. It’s particularly interesting
that most of the flu victims had
previously had a flu vaccination.
This is probably also the reason
why the CDC has not published
any statistics so far. Who knows
whether the health authorities in
Germany and Switzerland have

detected this context in this
year’s flu epidemic, too? In any
case vaccinations should only
be given voluntarily in the future as well.
Sources:
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/
hintergruende/zeitgeschichte/
mike-adams/grippeepidemie-trifftmillionen-von-amerikanern-die-gegendie-grippe-geimpft-sind.html
http://diepresse.com/home/panorama/
welt/1332606/Massive-Grippe
Epidemie-haelt-die-USA-im-Bann

Experiments with super-viruses for the next flu epidemic
er. Scientists want to continue
the tests with a highly dangerous
variant of the avian-flu virus
which had been stopped one
year ago. In controversial experiments in a laboratory at the Erasmus Medical Centre in Rotterdam scientists combined parts of
the swine-flu virus with the
genotype of the avian-flu virus
and cultivated a highly dangerous pathogen. To achieve
this the scientists contracted ferrets so often with the virus until

the pathogen was able to infect
healthy animals in other cages
just by droplets transported by
the air. According to experts this
virus is able to cause pandemia
with many millions of dead. In
consequence of the justified fear
that the pathogens might fall
into wrong hands and evolve
bioterrorism the project has
been put on hold for one year.
Now, one of the most popular
American
immune-biologist
Anthony Fauci says: “The sub-

ject was strongly overemphasised back then. The time-out has
helped to calm everyone down.”
Do such statements really calm
us down or do they not draw to
the question what is the actual
intention when first dangerous
killer-viruses are cultured only
to be able to inoculate people
allegedly for their own protection afterwards?

bers of the communist party.
Members of the Falun Gong
movement who refuse to give
up these practices are tortured
and held captive in concentration camps and jails as living
organ donors. Some of the
witnesses report that the organs were even taken out of
the captives alive. Afterwards
the dead bodies are burnt to
destroy all evidence. There is
little coverage about these
practices in the media. It is
about time that this changes.
As long as the transplant busi-

ness is booming such criminal
acts as “organ prey” from defenseless people seem to be
inevitable. When will those
responsible for these evil ties
in politics, medicine and the
pharmaceutical industry receive their fair punishment?

Source:
www.n-tv.de/wissen/Forscher-bastelnan-Killerviren-article9978866.html

China: Organ Preying on Prisoners
erk. In Chinese cultural history physical integrity is of such
importance that there are only
very few voluntary organ donors. Yet in China the transplantation business is booming with its 600 transplant
centers (more than 100,000$
can be earned with every heart
or liver transplant). The short
waiting-times for transplants
in comparison to other countries is especially remarkable.
Due to these disproportions
the Chinese authorities admitted, after having been questio-

ned by international experts,
that the organs mainly come
from executed prisoners. The
actions of the Chinese government against the Falun Gong
movement has have been criticized worldwide.
Falun Gong is a Chinese meditation practice founded on the
principles of honesty, mercy
and forbearance. The Communist party of China banned the
practice of Falun Gong after
the numbers of its followers
increased to many millions
and outnumbered the mem-

Sources:
http://www.epochtimes.de/chinasillega
le-organtransplantationen999942.html
ÄrzteZeitung vom 17.7.2012;
www.aerztezeitung.de/politik_
gesellschaft/organspende/article/
818124/massen-mord-organspendenchina.html?Sh=1&h=1141003357
http://de.minghui.org/artikel/
71927.html
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Scientists warn:
Smartphones
are lethal weapons
sv. Security experts from the IOActive company regard smartphones as potentially lethal weapons. In a test they found out that
smartphone signals can cause
power surges of several hundred
volts in pacemakers. A pacemaker patient would surely not survive that.
What only experts can do today
can become possible for everyone in a few years: killing people
by deliberately letting their medical devices malfunction using a
smartphone. How will lawmakers and the mobile communication industry deal with this risk?
Hush it up like all the other risks?
Sources:
http://derstandard.at/1355460458807/
Wissenschaftler-warnen-vorsmartphones-als-Waffen
www.com-magazin.de/sicherheit/
news/detail/artikel/ernstesicherheitsluecken-inmedizintechnik.html

Business with dead body parts

1.7 million
bk. One fully recycled human and are distributed to doctors, embryos killed!
body can yield up to 250,000$
in the US. Because few people
in western Europe are willing to
give their body parts for recycling after their death, some tissue traders get their supplies
from eastern Europe, i.e. in
Ukraine where there is great poverty and only superficial control. In many cases relatives
don’t even know what is happening with their dead relatives or
they are signing papers to approve body-part removal under
pressure.
Then the bones, sinews, and cartilage are cut out of the body and
sold to Germany where they are
cleaned, conditioned and processed further for cell- and tissue-replacements. Bones, for example, are ground to bone meal,
human skin is dry-frozen cellfree. The end-products are officially classified as medication

primarily
in
orthopedics,
through the usual supply chain.
Research by WDR (German Public Television) in this area has
triggered a worldwide media
uproar. Ukrainian authorities
have started investigations
against suspects in several cities
and closed some mortuaries.
After the report German authorities announced inspections in
Ukraine. Will these inspections
stop the trade? Would it not be
more efficient to prevent the import of body parts into Germany
instead and to inform the public
about all the facts of tissue donation and the business with body
parts?!
Sources:
www.wdr.de/tv/diestory/
sendungsbeitraege/2012/1210/
ausgeschlachtet.jsp
www.sueddeutsche.de/gesundheit/
organspende-tabuthemagewebespende-1.1370332

Chad: 50 children paralysed after vaccination
pb./ab. The African country of the vaccine, being threatened
Chad is among the countries with exclusion from school and
known for having an increased arrest should they refuse. The
number of meningitis cases. The main exit of the school had even
main reason for this sickness been closed for that purpose. As
which regularly claims many early as 24 hours after the vaccivictims is the poor sanitary con- nation the serious side effects
ditions in the country where the- started to show: headaches,
re aren’t even enough wells for hallucinations, vomiting and unthe daily supply of water. Now a controllable spasms where
vaccination catastrophe oc- children jerked and salivated.
curred around the village of Gou- Then the lameness set in. The
ro in the northern part of Chad. father of two paralysed children
The vaccine "MenAfriVac" complained publically about the
which was specifically develo- fact that government representaped for Africa has caused paraly- tives were offering money to the
sis in at least 50 children and parents of these children to
teenagers between the ages of 7 silence them on the issue. Yet
and 18. The vaccination for me- why do organisations such as the
ningitis was still being tested World Health Organization and
and had not yet been officially the Bill & Melinda Gates Founapproved and licensed. The dation invest 571 million US
children were forced to accept dollars into such a controversial

vaccination project? Wouldn’t
this money be spent more meaningfully for constructing wells
that could provide clean drinking water? It is proven for a
long time that better sanitary
conditions lead to a decrease of
infectious diseases. The international committee of the Red
Cross estimates less than 3,000
dollars for a well. 571 million
dollars could have built the people of Chad more than 19,000
wells! Isn’t it time for a radical
paradigm shift within all those
organisations that share the blame for this situation?
Sources:
http://vactruth.com/2013/01/25/
paralyzed-symptoms-in-head/
http://info.kopp-verlag.de/mediezinundgesundheit/gesundes-leben/ethan-ahuff/mehr-als-5-afrikanischekindernach-von-bill-gatesgefoerdertermeningitis-impfunggelaehmt.html

Since 1991 more than 1.7 million embryos have been killed in
Great Britain.
This is almost half of the 3.6
million embryos which were produced in this period by artificial
fertilization according to a report
in the Catholic weekly magazine
“The Tablet” on January 2nd 2013
in London. The magazine referred to a parliamentary request
from the Catholic House of
Lords member Lord David Alton. According to that, for each
woman who carried out an artificial fertilization, 15 fertilized
egg cells were produced on average. Since the beginning of the
statistical recording, 1.4 million
of these have been implanted
into the womb. Only one in six
has resulted in a pregnancy, a
total of 235.480 cases. According to the magazine, Lord Alton criticized the fact that the
embryos are produced in an industrial manner and discarded
with “casual insensibility”.
Are we still aware of the fact that
every embryo possesses all the
characteristics of a human being
and is alive! The way we treat
life in its smallest shape we will
treat it in its full-grown shape –
sooner or later!
Source:
Originaltext,katholisch.de/de/
katholisch/themen/news/page_news.ph
p?id=9035

Closing Point ●
“A conscience is able
to judge
wrong to be right,
an inquisition to be
well pleasing to God,
and murder to be
politically valuable.
A conscience can be
completely reversed.”
Erich Kästner

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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